Add some color to the Arrow yearbook.
Stephen saved notes for a big quiz on SNU history. But when he opened the file on his laptop, the words were all jumbled! Help him to study by finding the unique key words.

Kari is horseback riding at the SNU Equestrian Center. An area has been setup as an obstacle course. Help navigate Kari and her horse through.

Late for class...

The Thunder Cat is learning chemistry in the Beaver Science Building.

SNU's own "Remedy" is leading worship in chapel. Add some color to their performance!
Stephen saved notes for a big quiz on SNU history. But when he opened the file on his laptop, the words were all jumbled! Help him to study by finding the unique key words.

Kari is horseback riding at the SNU Equestrian Center. An area has been setup as an obstacle course. Help navigate Kari and her horse through.

The Thunder Cat is learning chemistry in the Beaver Science Building.

SNU's own "Remedy" is leading worship in chapel. Add some color to their performance!
Add some color to the Arrow yearbook.
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